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Optimizing Hadoop for MapReducePackt Publishing, 2014

	This book is the perfect introduction to sophisticated concepts in MapReduce and will ensure you have the knowledge to optimize job performance. This is not an academic treatise; it's an example-driven tutorial for the real world.


	Overview

	
		Optimize your MapReduce job performance
	...
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Digital Television, Third Edition: Satellite, Cable, Terrestrial, IPTV, Mobile TV in the DVB FrameworkFocal Press, 2008
Digital Television is as an authoritative and complete overview that describes the technology of digital television broadcasting. It gives you a thorough technical description of the underlying principles of the DVB standard and the various steps of signal processing.  Also included is a complete technical glossary of terms, abbreviations, and...
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Learning VirtualDubPackt Publishing, 2005
VirtualDub is one of the most popular video processing application for Windows. As an Open Source application, it's free, and is constantly updated and expanded by an active community of developers and experts. VirtualDub particularly popular for capturing video from analogue sources such as video tape, cleaning up the image and compressing it...
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Practical Algorithms for ProgrammersAddison Wesley, 1995

	The purpose of this book is to provide a practical compendium of algorithms for use in applications. Unlike most works on algorithms, this book is not a  textbook: you will not find implementation details left as an exercise for the reader, nor will you find highly theoretical discussions of algorithms with small  snippets of code...
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Oracle Exadata Survival Guide (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	Oracle Exadata Survival Guide is a hands-on guide for busy Oracle database administrators who are migrating their skill sets to Oracle's Exadata database appliance. The book covers the concepts behind Exadata, and the available configurations for features such as smart scans, storage indexes, Smart Flash Cache, hybrid columnar...
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Computer and Communication NetworksPrentice Hall, 2006
As the number and variety of communication services grow, so do the challenges of designing cost-effective networks that meet the requirements of emerging technologies in wireless, sensor, and mesh networks. Computer and Communication Networks is the first book to offer balanced coverage of all these topics using...
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Digital Video Editing FundamentalsApress, 2016

	Gain concepts central to digital video using the affordable Corel Video Studio Ultimate X9 software package as well as open source digital video editing package EditShare Lightworks 12. This compact visual guide builds on the essential concepts of digital imaging, audio, illustration, and painting, and gets more advanced as chapters progress,...
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Code Design for Dependable Systems: Theory and Practical ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Theoretical and practical tools to master matrix code design strategy and technique
    

    Error correcting and detecting codes are essential to improving system reliability and have popularly been applied to computer systems and communication systems. Coding theory has been studied mainly using the code generator...
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VLSI Design for Video Coding: H.264/AVC Encoding from Standard Specification to ChipSpringer, 2009
High definition video requires substantial compression in order to be transmitted or stored economically. Advances in video coding standards from MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 to H.264/AVC have provided ever increasing coding efficiency, at the expense of great computational complexity which can only be delivered through massively parallel...
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A Wavelet Tour of Signal Processing, Third Edition: The Sparse WayAcademic Press, 2008

	I cannot help but find striking resemblances between scientific communities and schools of fish. We interact in conferences and through articles, and we move together while a global trajectory emerges from individual contributions. Some of us like to be at the center of the school, others prefer to wander around, and a few swim in multiple...
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DSP for In-Vehicle and Mobile SystemsSpringer, 2004
DSP for In-Vehicle and Mobile Systems is focused on digital signal processing strategies for improving information access, command and control, and communications for in-vehicle environments. It is expected that the next generation of human-to-vehicle interfaces will incorporate speech, video/image, and wireless communication modalities to provide...
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Digital Media Processing: DSP Algorithms Using CNewnes, 2010

	Multimedia processing demands efficient programming in order to optimize functionality. Data, image, audio, and video processing, some or all of which are present in all electronic devices today, are complex programming environments. Optimized algorithms (step-by-step directions) are difficult to create but can make all the difference when...
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